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Tuesday, 10 October 1972,
at 10.30a.m.

NEW YORK

8. In this context, it would be relevant to refer to one
tragedy the shadow of which continues to hang over the
conscience of all of us who have assembled here. From this
rostrum we have spoken a number of times about the fate
of the people of Viet-Nam. It is high time that the
community of nations as a whole seriously addressed itself
to this continuing threat to international peace and
security. Afghanistan has always supported a solution of
the question of Viet-Nam-and of all Indo-China-based on
the decisive role of the will of the peoples of the area
themselves hI determining their own destiny without any
foreign intervention. We shall continue to render our
support to the struggling people of the Indo-Chinese
peninsula on the basis of these principles, which can be
considered the sole criteria for the solution of their
problems.

9. We shall have the opportunity of commenting on the
individual items composing the agenda of this session of the
General Assembly as they arise. Being conscious of the
necessity to economize the very valuable time of this
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delegation of Afghanistan wishes to emphasize the necessity
for a genuine, deep and practical discussion of item 24 of
the agenda.

6. We shall present our view on that subject when the
question comes before the General Assembly for debate, so
we shall not go into detail about it here. However, I do
want to say that, as a sma:l nation, we should like to see the
United Nations reflect the true conscience of the world
whenever the idea of naked power, and of economic and
political dominance, attempts to obscure the need for a
balanced approach to international politics.

7. This Organization should not in any way be prohibited
from serving as a free forum of the community of nations
and as an instrument for arriving, by means of constructive
dialogues, at just and viable solutions to the many problems
facing the world. In this spirit, my delegation would like to
voice its full appreciation of the remarks made by the
Secretary-General in the introduction to his report to this
Assembly on the work of the Organization [A/8701/
Add.1]. We hope that the detente of the great Powers will
encompass the fmding of means to strengthen the United
Nations, rather than by-passing this Organization and taking
the world back to the methods of the era before its birth.

5. In this, I address myself not oDly to the great Powers
but also to the entire membership of this Organization. It is
the responsibility of all of us to make the Charter, and this
Organization, an effective instrument to create better
political, economic and social conditions in the world in
which we all live and must live together.

1

General debate (continued)

4. In the not-too-distant past, the world discovered too
late that this course of events could only lead us to
catastrophic consequences. It is still early enough to
re-examine our experience with the United Nations and to
fmd ways effectively to carry out the basic principles
embodied in its Charter. It is on this basis that the
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3. In the changing world of today, with problems in
creasing both in number and in dimension, human society
in general-and the small countries in particular-are placing
special hope in the United Nations. We all see with regret
that many parties to many of the problems facing the world
today try their best to avoid bringing to the machinery of
this Organization, its organs and specialized agencies ques
tions in which their vital interests are involved. If this
process is allowed to go on unchecked in the direction in
which it has been heading in recent ye.ars, it will inevitably
l~ad to this result: either the United Nations will become a
burdensome bureaucracy, or the world will be misled into a
dangerous condition of self-deception, or both.

1. Mr. SHAFIQ (Afghanistan): Mr. President, on behalf of
the Afghan delegation, I should like to extend to you our
warmest congratulations on your election as President of
the twenty-seventh session of the General Assembly. We are
confident that the present session will, under your able
leadership, witness significant steps toward finding solu
tions to many of the problems confronting human society.

GENERAL
ASSEMBLY

2. We should also like to express our sincere appreciation
to your predecessor, Mr. Adam Malik, for his able handling
of the presidency of the twenty-sixth session of the General
Assembly. My colleagues and I also wish to express our
gratitude to Mr. Kurt Waldheim for the energy and per
ception with which, since his election to the post of
Secretary-General, he has embarked upon the manifold
duties and heavy responsibilities of this highly esteemed
office.
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1 Special Committee on the Situation with regard to the Imple
mentation of the Declaration on the Granting of Independence to
Colonial Countries and Peoples.

17. The right of the people of Pakhtunistan freely to
choose their own destiny was denied them when the
classical form of Western colonialism ended in the Indian
subcontinent through i~s partition a quarter century ago.
The land of Pakhtunistan, in spite of not being part of the
subcontinent, was added to one of the two new States
Without its inhabitants having been accorded an opport\!
nity to exercise freely their right to self-determination. The
peaceful settlement of this matter is one of the major aims
of Afghanistan's foreign policy; but since the question has
not been formally put before the General Assembly, it is
not our intention to go into further discussion of the
problem at this time.

18. The economic development of the under-developed
peoples of the world, which unfortunateiy constitute the

15. The noble efforts deployed by the United Nations
Committee on decolonization1 have all the support of the
people and the Government of Afghanistan. I would like to
reiterate once again our sympathy with, and our backing
for, all nations and peoples still struggling for the recog
nition of their right to self-determination. The abolition of
all forms and manifestations of colonialism and imperialism
and of racial discrimination and apartheid is a basic
objective of the Charter; and all of us present here are
bound by our pledges to its provisions and purposes to
extend whatever support is at our disposal to the achieve
ment of these goals.

16. For Afghanistan itself, colonialism has left a very
unfortunate heritage. It is our hope that the question of
Pakhtunistan will be solved on the basis of the right of
self-determination for the Pakhtun and Baluchi inhabitants
of that land. It is the national and international duty of
the people and the Government of Afghanistan to pursue,
by all peaceful means at their disposal, the just and noble
cause of the people of Pakhtunistan. This problem, in
essence, emanated from a very typical colonial injustice.

14. My Government welcomed the spirit that prevailed in
the conference of the leaders of Pakistan and India at
Simla. It is truly 'within the spirit of the Charter of this
Organization that, at last, in the troubled Indo-Pakistani

.subr''')ntinent dialogue is beginning to replace the use of
arms or the threat of such use. It would be a significant
contribution to the victory of the principle of pacific
settlement of international disputes to see peace reigning at
last over the countries of the subcontinent, and to see
Pakistan, Bangladesh and India co-operating in the different
spheres of life for the benefit of all the peoples of all three
countries.

august Assembly, I shall only summarize very briefly at contribute to the restoration of the rights of the Palestinian
this time the views of the Afghan delegation, and of my Arabs. The immediate and complete withdrawal of all
Government, on some of the major developments of the Israeli forces from all territories of the three Arab coun-
period between the last session of the General Assembly tries-namely, Egypt, Syria, and Jordan-is another essen-
and the present one. tial prerequisite for the establishment of a durable peace in

the Middle East. To deal with the problem in any other way
would be, to paraphrase a Persian poem, UWiping the tears
from our faces without assuaging the anguish from which
we weep".

10. The first of these developments is, fortunately, a
positive one. The increasing recognition of and adherence
to the philosophy of non-alignment, and its role in world
politics, is a source of particular satisfaction to Afghanistan.
In the past year alone, many events and even the attitudes
of some of the great Powers have indicated this trend. The
recent Conference of the Foreign Ministers of Non-Aligned
Countries, held in Georgetown, Guyana in August, has
made a significant contribution to the further development
of the concepts of peaceful coexistence and to the
application of independent judgement to international
events solely on the basis of their merit. The non-aligned
countries of the world are looking forward to the summit
meeting to be held next year in Algeria and are confident
that it will make a positive contribut:c,'u both to the noble
cause of intem~tioilal peace and security and to the
development of better relations among the different
members of the world community.

11. The questi(ln of international peace and security
naturally leads t.o that of world disarmarmmt. We would
li..l(e to join ill the earnest appeal of all the peace-loving
nations for a r&pid and complete end to th~ dangerous race
L1'\ armaments. If we do not achieve the goal of total
dis~\fmament for which our generation and the ones
preceding us have so earnestly longed, the planet on which
we live will be an inherently unsafe dwelling place not only
for us and for our children but for their children a~ w~ll.

13. Over 20 years of usurpation of the Palestinian people's
rights and the continued trampling of their ancestral land
by an alien conqueror should not lead the international
community to forget that there exists a distinct entity
called Palestine and a distinct people called the Palestinians,
whose destiny is indistingUishably linked with the soil on
which they have been living since time immemorial. It is
our ardent hope that the General Assembly at its present
session! by taking adequate measures in this regard, will

12. With regard to the problem of terrl.:>f"lsm, we would
like to bring to the attention of this Assembly the follOWing
essential observations. To disturb the safety of innocent
people anywhere in the world cannot be tolerated under
any circumstances. However, in the light of this same basic
norm of human conduct, no one should be allowed to
deceive the world into believing that equally innocent
people, deprived of their land and communal entity, shall
have no right to fight for the recovery of their usurped
homes. It is the urgent responsibility of this Organization
and particularly of the major Powers of the world to use all
the means at their disposal for fmding and applying a
solution to the problem of Palestine. Among all the matters
of war and peace, none is more dangerous nor demands our
atter ~ion more than the situation in the Middle East-a
situation created by the occupation of Arab territories by
Israel and by its blunt refusal to withdraw its forces from
those territories. With. a shaky and precarious history of
cease-fires, no progreJs has been made towards a satis
factory settlement in th~'t troubled area.

',,' .
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23. We hope that the UNCTAD secretariat, as well as
responsible bodies in various international organizations,
will take swift and effective measures to implement those
decisions of the third session of UNCTAD. We further hope
that all countries concerned will adopt a constructive
attitude towards these questions and extend their full'
co-operation to the other parties concerned. The Govern
men of Afghanistan, in co-operation with other land-locked
countries, will closely follow developments in this field
and is ready to offer its full co-operation and assistance for
the implementation of the provisions of UNCTAD resolu
tion 63 (Ill).

22. Efforts during the past several years by a number of
countries resulted in the unanimous adoption of resolution
63 (Ill) at Santiago last spring. That resolution, while not
satisfying entirely the needs and claims of the developing
land·locked countries, could nevertheless be regarded as a
major s~p in the right direction. As stipulated in numerous
studies and resolutions of various United NaHons bodies,
1f:1'id·locked developing countries need, first, to adapt their
economies to their special geographic situation, and sec
()ndly, to r-Ilsure the free and unrestricted transit of their
trade to the sea and to third countries, and vice versa.
Those two needs should be satisfied simultaneously and not
consecutively. Resolution 63 (Ill) provides guide-lines for
special measures to be taken in both these fields. While the
fust measures, which are the responsibility of developed
countries and international organizations, are of a rather
long-tenn nature, the second set of measures, which are the
responsibility of transit countries and international organi
zations, deserve immediate attention. Such measures as the
preparation of a transport strategy and the study of
administrative and customs procedures in transit countries
could not be carried out without sincere and complete
co-operation by the transit countries.

24. We attach substantial importance to the development
of the law of the sea along the lines leading to the
possibility of access for all, the nations of the world to the
riches of the sea-bed beyond the limits of the national
jurisdiction of individual nutions. Special attention must be
paid to the status and the needs of the land-locked
countries. That is true not only with regard to the riches of
the sea-bed but also with regard to freedom of transit and
other facilities that are desperately needed for the eco
nomic growth of those land-locked countries.

25. Afghanistan in the last three years has had to cope
with the catastrophic consequences of a very severe
drought. Many Members of the United Nations have
generously, and in compliance wjth the resolution of
~ympathy adopted by the twenty-sixth session of the
General Assembly {resolution 2757 (XXVI)], extended
help and sympathy to our people in their moment of
distress. I consider it my duty to express, on behalf of the
people and the Government of Afghanistan, our sincere
gratitude and appreciation to all those countries which have
so kindly extended their aid. I would like especially to
thank the former Secretary-Generu of the United Nations,
U Thant, for his message to the various specialized agencies

majority of the ifihabitants of our &lobe, i. essential not which contains specific commitments and measures. It is
only to the queUiofi of irtterrtational peace and security but high time to ascertain to what extent these promises are
also to the well-being-present and future-of human going to be kept.
society as a whole and to th~ d~cefit aelf.respect of us all.
The outcome of the third session of the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development /UNCTADJ, held
at Santiago in April and May, was a souree of aenuine
disturbance to the small and puor nations of the world. If
the menacing gap between the rich and the poor countries
continues to widen further, it will soon be very difficult to
consider the inhabitants of the world as one human society
in the true sense of the word. We hope that this ptoblem
will be given sufficie,nt time and consideration duritlg the
deliberations of the present session of the General Assem..
bly so that the flame of hope for the future of the
developing countrie,s can remain alight.

19. At this juncture one point deserves special mention.
As we all know, it is specifically stated in the International
Development Strategy for the Second United Nations
Development Decade {resolution 2626 (XXV)} that special
measures in favour of the least developed countries should
be adopted so as to enable those countries to benefit fully
and equitably from the general measures contained in the
Strategy. In the view of my Government, the general
division of the world into developed and developing
countries il a sintpUStic view which is no longer valid. The
developing world Is divided into two groups, developing and
least developed. That fact has already been recognized by
the International Development Strategy, as well as in
numerous resolutions of the vt1l'ious bodies of the United
Nations system. SOme of the least developed countries are
land-locked and are thus doubly handicapped.

20. As I stated earlier, the gap between the developed and
the developing countries and between the latter and the
least developed among them is fast Widening. The identi
fication of the least developed countries is a dramatic
phenomenon in the painstakingly slow process of searching
for solutions to the socio-economic problems of the
countries of the world. The concept of the developing
countries as a single group having more similarities than
differences proved to be inaccurate. The criteria established
for the identification of those .countries demonstrate that
they are countries with extremely vulnerable subsistence
economies. Two years of continued and severe drought in
the case of my country, for example, not only disrupted
the precarious economic balance but also plunged the
country into unprecedented socio-economic chaos.

21. We agree, as we have often repeated in various
international documents that the primary responsibility for
the economic development of the developing countries rests
upon those countries themselves. But there is another fact,
which applies in no case more than it does to the least
developed countries: the efforts of those countries for
development cannot s\Jcceed without urgent, compre
hensive and sustained international assistance and co-oper
ation. That fact has been recognized by the developed as
well as othel developing countries in numerous documents,
the most recent of them UNCTAD resolution 62 (III),2

2 See Proceedings ofthe United Nations Conference on Trade and
DeJ'''lopment, Third Session, vol. I, Report and Annexes (United
Nat.i,!ns publication. Sales No. E.73.II.D.4), annex lA.
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of the United Nations concerned with this problem, and resulted in a joint communique as well as a declaration of
those agencies for the timely help they have rendered in the basic principles which stressed that
face of this natural catastrophe.
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26. In conclusion, I express the hope that this twenty
seventh session of the General Assembly will mark a
significant step forward in the deliberations and activities of
the United Nations all through the year.

27. Mr. RAJARATNAM (Singapore): Mr. President, first
of all may I, on behalf of my Government and of my
delegation, extend our felicitations to you on yoar being
elected President of the twenty-seventh session of the
General Assembly? We would also like to associate
ourselves with the tributes paid to you by the many
distinguished speakers who have preceded me. Pennit me
also to express my delegation'S! appreciation of the exem
plary manner in which your predecessor, the distinguished
Foreign Minister of Indonesia, Mr. Adam Malik, presided
over the twenty-sixth session last year.

28. I should also like to take this opportunity to welcome
our new Secretary~General. His ability, his wide knowledge
of the ways of men and nations, and his fortitude will, I
feel, be put to the severest test that any Secretary-General
has yet undergone. This is because he is taking ov~r an
organization which is sick ana enfeebled. The period
between the last session and the present one has revealed .In
a striking fashion the Organization's weaknesses and failures
in shaping and guiding the collective destiny of mankind.

29. The world witnessed during this period what could be
~escribed as the unkindest cut ever deliver.ed to the United
Nations. Great Powers and smaller nations discovered that
complex and delicate international issues could be more
expeditiously and satisfactorily settled outside this Organi
zation through bilateral discussions rather than within it.

30. The first of these events was the resolution outside the
United Nations of the seemingly irreconcilable differences
which had existed between the United States and the
People's Republic of China and which for a quarter of a
century had been a source of international tensions and
threats to peace. In the shape of the Taiwan issue it was for
two decades debated inconclusively in the United Nations.
Each debate left behind an accumulating residue of enmity
and factionalism within the United Nations, which ensured
that the next debate would be more sterile than the
preceding one.

31. But now American-Chinese relations have been put on
a more rational basis, not through the efforts of the United
Nations, but in spite of them. Last year the President of the
United States, follOWing a series of bilateral discussions
outside the United Nations, went to China and had direct
talks with the Chinese leaders. At these talks both countries
stated their areas of agreement and disagreement in
language calculated to encourage further accord. This
language was shorn of all the polemics and posturings that
had been d~pressing features of speeches and resolutions on
the China wsue in our Organization.

32. The second occasion when the ti!'tited Nations was
by-passed 'WillS the summit meeting betwE>en the President of
the United States and the leaders of the Soviet Union. This

"Differences in ideology and in the social systems of
the USA and the USSR aloe not obstacles to the bilateral
development of normal relations ...".3

Here again what is worthy of note, apart from the reference
to bilateral developments, is the tone of the speeches and
declarations. They convey attitudes not of challenge and
antagonism but of accommodation and conciliation.

33. The third instance of the by-passing of the United
N~tions was the signing of the Simla Agreement between
the leaders of India and Pakistan. Here again what is
noticeable in speeches and statements is the absence of
polemics and antagonism.

34. The bilateral accord reached between the People's
Republic of China and Japan in Peking on 29 September
1972 is yet another instance of differences being resolved
independently of the United Nations.

35. The divided States of Korea and Germany are making
progress towards rapprochement outside the framework of
the United Nations. Another outstanding issue, the tragic
and protracted conflict in Viet-Nam, given present indi
cations, is more likely to be settled outside the United
Nations than within it.

36. Those instances of the by-passing of the United
Nations have profound implications for our Organization.
As far back as 1969 [ 178200 meetingJ my delegation drew
the attention of this Assembly to the separate decisiop.
making netwmk the big Powers were erecting to by-pass
this Organization. What my delegation did not then foresee
was that small nations too would by-pass the United
Nations to resolve differences and conflicts. The Secretary
General is sufficiently struck by this development to draw
our attention to it in the introduction to his report on the
work of the Organization. He makes this appeal:

" ... But when long-standing conflicts create vast
humanitarian problems and may affect the peace and
security of all mankind, the United Nations should surely
be involved in the attempt to settle them." [A/8701/
Add.1, p. 4.J

In saying that, the Secretary·General was not expressly
referring to developments of the past year. However, he
clearly had these developments in mind when making his
observations. All these admittedly hopeful events occurred
in contexts quite divorced from this Organization, its
personnel, facilities, debates and resolutions.

37. All this is not to suggest that we should deplore
settlements outside the framework of the United Nations.
On the contrary, we should welcome any easing of tension
and resolution of conflicts, however reached. The point I
want to make is that, if the trends I have drawn attention

3 See Official Records of the Security Council, Twenty-seventh
Year, Supplement for April, May and June 1972, document
8/10674, p. 91.
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46. But if the intention !s conciliation, concession and
problem-solving, then the polemical approach-the arena
atmosphere-will hardly accomplish any of these things.
That is why earlier in my address I drew attention to the
literary style of communiques and statements that preface
successful bilateral discussions: they are invariably barren .
of polemics. Even when they testify to disagreement, they
avoid apportioning blame. They see their problems and
disagreements not in black·and-white but in shades ofgrey.
The language of conciliation, of the problem-solver, has to

45. One reason is that the United Nations has tended ovt,r
the years to become less and less an orgamzatlon for
reconciliation and more p.dld more an arena for staging
contests. That is reflectecl, in the style and temper of many
United Nations debat~s and resolutions. Instead of ad
dressing ourselves to finding practical solutions to difficult
and complex problems we give ow'Selves over to polemics
and rhetoric. The object is to whip up strong emotions,
affix blame to one side or the other and compose
resolutions m'ound such all-too-familiar words as "con
demn", "deplore", "censure" and "expel". This is not to
deny the sincerity behind these great emotions or that the
felt outrage is justified. Transgressions of principles basic to
our Organization, such as forcible conquest and occupation
of other peoples' territories or racial segregation and
oppression, must clearly be condemned; nor can there be
peaceful solutions to conflicts arising from such trans
gressions so long as the transgressors refuse to admit that
basic principles have been breached.

44. But the small nations, too, with their wranglings and
posturings, have contributed as much to the decline of the
world Organization; and if we, the small nations, want to
restore vigour to the United Nations-as we mllst if we are
to play any kind of role in world affairs-then we must look
at our shortcomings with a frank and critical eye. We must
do so because not only is the United Nations being
by-passed by the big Powers but it is al.}o, as I have said,
being by-passed by smaller nations. Like the big Pcwers, the
small nations, too, are slowly veering tc/ the v1,ew that the
United Nation~ is not an organization which cen be relied
upon to resolve their conflicts, to solve their problems.

43. It is all too easy to cast the blame for the by-passing of
the United Nations wholly on the selfishness and arrogance
of the great Powers. They have their faults. Their wran
glings and posturings to further the ends of the cold war
undoubtedly contributed a great deal to the decline of the
United Nations.

39. The unpleasant fact we have to face is that after 27
years the United Nations is less and less a "centre" for
harmonizing the actions of nations. The time has therefore
come for us to begin the unpleasant task of searching out
the reasons for the growing lack of confidence in the
efficacy of the United Nations and for its declining prestige.

to persist, then the United Nations could become a unimportant role in the shaping of international events. The
meaningless and irrelevant organization-no more than an aspirations and views of the third world nations did in some
international social club for wearisome rhetoric. measure influence the policies and attitudes of the major

Powers. The small nations were wooed with an ardour anda
persistence which many small nations found satisfying. The
great Powers valued, if not our views, at least our votes,
because at that time, at the height of the cold war, they set
great store by the resolutions approved in this Assembly.
But now that the United Nations has been relegated to a
position of relative unimportance by the great Powers we,
the small nations, run the danger of being deprived of a
very important instrument that we have for shaping and
influencing major decisions on world affairs.

38. In this connexion I should like to di'aw the attention
of representatives to Article'l of the Charter, which
proclaims that one of the purposes of the United Nations is
"to be a centre for harmonizing the actions of nations in
the attainment of these common ends".

40. There is, as in all great and complex problems, more
than one cause. There are the external factors, such as the
conviction of the big Powers that world diplomacy should
be equated with big-Power diplomacy. The interests and
ambitions of the big Powers cannot, they feel, be ~!omoted

and safeguarded by striving to get a consensus among some
130 Members, with interests and conflicts which the great
Powers fmd not only irrelevant and tiresome but also
increasingly dangerous to big-Power accord. It is not an
accident that the drift towards an independent big-Power
diplomacy began with the accelerated increase in the
membership of the United Nations and with the tacit
agreement that war between major PoweiS must be avoided
at all costs because it implied mutual annihilation. Dis
cussions and consultations with some 130 nations would
not, the big Powers felt, promote their nomewhat different
interests. Big-Power problems could, It was felt, be more
expeditiously and satisfactorily resolved in face-to-face
discussions, unhampered by the importunities of a host of
small nations. In so far as the major Powers show any
interest in the United Nations, it is to regard it more as a
forum for scoring propaganda points and to use smaller
nations as pressure groups to influence their rivals. The
United Nations, in other words, is for the big Powers a
supplementary but subsidiary instrument of diplomacy. If
they cannot resolve their problems through the United
Nations, there if always face-to-fac~ diplomacy to fall
back on.
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41. The unpleasant fact that the small nations must face
up to is that the great Powers do not need the United
Nations for ".leir diplomacy or the influencing of world
affairs as much as small nations do. The big Powers have
over the years established an international network of their
own which, if the small nations are not careful, will
increasingly shape the course of world events independently
of the small nations. It is we, the small nations, rather than
the great Powers, who stand to lose in the long run by the
diminishing role assigned to the United Nations in the
making of world history. The United Nations activitie.
could, given present trends, be no more than foot-notes to
the chapters the great Powers will write.

42. Without the Uruted Nations there is no way in which
the small nations can exert direct influence on the course of
world history. In the early days of the United Nations,
when the great Powers treated it as an important instru
ment of diplomacy, the smaller nations did play a not

.. ~
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57. Mr. HILLERY (Ireland): Mr. President, I wish to
convey to you the very warm congratulations of the Irish
delegation on your election as PI'esident of the twenty
seventh session of the General Assembly.

54. I am not saying that this approach will resolve the
many and difficult problems that confront our Organi
zation. There are no simple and quick remedies to many of
our problems. All I am saying is that, so long as most of Ws

view the United Nations as an arena for dramatic contests t

there is very little chance of our being able to restore to the
United Nations the vigour and prestige which it deserves.

Here I am reminded of an observation made by the Polish
representative in the Security Council on 29 August 1946
in connexion with our application for admission to the
United Nations. On that occasion Dr. Lange said that

55. Maybe it is not the United Nations which needs to be
reinvigorated and nursed to health. It may well be that we
have got the United Nations we deserve. For the United
Nations has no existence outside 'lf the Members that
constitute it. The United Nations is no more than a mirror
reflecting the collective weaknesses and defects of us all.

" ... owes its existence, its freedoffi t its independence
and its present dynamic development to great effort on
the part of its people but also to tremendous sacrificesm

[2032nd meeting, para. 55J.

58. In your inaugural address you stated that your
country

56. Outside of us the United Nations is nothing. Without
the United Nations we, the small nations, may be nothing
too in the dra.rna of world politics.

" ... the people of Poland have always, throughout the
whole history of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
had a great sympathy and feeling of great and deep
community with the people of Ireland".4

These are sentiments which are fully reciprocated by the
Irish people. Consequently my delegation is most gratified
that the presidency of the Assembly should be assumed by
Poland, and we are particu~arly happy that this high office
should devolve on a personality of your experience and
competence. The proceedings over the past three weeks
have demonstrated that you will discharge your functions
in a manner calculated to promote the purposes and

47. That is not to say that we should not cleariy enunciate
our disagreements and the nature of our disagreements. But
in situations of crisis and conflict, rhetoric and polemics,
far from reducing tensions, make positions rigid, especially
when uttered publicly to provoke and humiliate an adver
sary. Under these conditions, compromises and concessions
become well-nigh impossible because, against the backdrop
of polemics, concesssions and compromises become
humiliating defeats.

be publicly expressed in shades of grey, whatever our 53. The gist of my plea is that the United Nations should
perception of them may be in private. become less of an arena for public contests and more of an

Organization for smoothing out conflicts, for reconciling
differences. The relative success of recent bilateral dis
cussions holds an important lesson for our Organization. It
is that we should inject into our Organization the spirit as
well as the techniques successfully employed in bilateral
negotiations. Such negotiations are private, they are in
formal; the participants go there not to decide who is guilty
and who is innocent, but to reach accord while containing
differences.

"
50. This may explain why some of the issues that have
haunted this Assembly for decades have been more satis
factorily resolved through direct negotiations between the
original parties to the dispute. Presumably in bilateral
discussions the initial causes of the dispute are recollected
ID relative tranquillity.

51. Another reason for the success of bilateral discussions
is that for the most part they take place in private.
Unfortunately, most of the proceedings in the United
Nations not only have the atmosphere of an arena, but they
are also public. We perform not only for the home audience
but for a world audience as well. We believe that what we
say and do is being eagerly followed by the press, television
and radio the world over. TIlls may have been the case once,
but it is my impression that in recent years the publicity
media too have grown weary of us.

49. The consequence is that a conflict between two
Members is, over a period of time, transformed into a
generalized conflict involving many more Members of our
Organization. The interested bystanders, instead of helping
to l'esolve the conflict, themselves become contestants.
That is one reason why many issues that come up before
our Organization remain unresolved year after year. Where
initially the parties to a dispute are few, it becomes
unwieldly through the accretion of fresh partisans, resulting
very often in everyone losing sight of the initial causes of
the dispute.

52. lhis is not to advocate that all proceedings of this
Organization should be behind closed doors. However, this
Organization should give serious consideration to supple
menting public discussions with more private and closed
door discussions, especially in regard to issues of great
delicacy involving profound emotions and Whllt the Asians
call "face". Fo!' example, my delegation would not object if
the Security Council were to attempt to resolve sensitive
problems without formal open sessions through informal
consultations with interested parties. This is preferable to
protracted meetings where no solutions are arrived at
because sometimes the purpose of the Council is to decide
who is innocent and who is guilty.

48. The situation is aggravated by the curious expectation
in this Organization that countries not directly or even
indirectly involved in a conflict should line up on one side
er the other. This expectation is based on the premise that
friends should prove their friendship by making enemies of
their friend's enemies.
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69. The problems with which UNCTAD has to deal are
numerous, delicate and difficult. They chrectly affect the
well-being and livelihood of all the peoples of the world.

68. The difficulties confronting national and international
society are frequently more acute and more complex in the
economic area. The United Nations, through UNCTAD, is
engaged in what the distinguished Foreign Minister of
France rightly called a "great movement of solidarity"
[2041st meeting, para. 73J.

Mr. Scott (New Zealand), Vice-President, took the Chai;.

67. Many previous speakers have referred to recent en
couraging and hopeful developments in international and
political relations-the movement towards detente and
dialogue between the great Powers and between nations and
States which are divided or dismembered by ideology or the
fortunes of war. Ireland welcomes these developments, as
we welcome, too, the movement towards full universality in
this Organization, which gained enormous momentum last
year when the People's Republic of China took its place
among us. My delegation believes that Bangladesh should be
a Member of the United Nations. For dialogue, detente and
universality must surely serve to strengthen the structure of
the United Nations and strengthen both the confidence of
the peoples in the Organization and their will to make it
work.

66. This is the eighth regular session in which our agenda
includes as an item "Comprehensive review of the whole
question of peace-keeping operations in all their aspects"
[item 41J. It is well known that the Irish delegation has
long stressed the importance of this item, for it is obvious
that situations can arise, and quite unexpectedly, in which
the peace-keeping role of the international community is
the most effective means of containing potentially explo
sive conflicts. Ireland consequently has contended that it is
essential that the United Nations evolve a system, within
the existing structure, by which apeace-keeping operation
can be mounted at short notice and can be effectively
pursued until it has achieved its purpose. We have always
held that the establishment of a peace-keeping operation is
primarily a matter for the Security Council, but we have
contended equally that if the Council cannot take that step
the residual authority of the Assembly should be capable of
being invoked. Moreovrer, once an operation has been
mounted, it is vital that its successful completion should
not be jeopardized through the inadequacy of the method
of fmancing it.

to enhance the 65. The central political function of the United Nations,
as the Secretary-General has recalled, is, in the words of the
preamble to the Charter, "to save succeeding generations
from the scourge of war". We can do this by making the
Organization an instrument of collective security. Although
mankind has been spared the horror of a third world war,
nevertheless we are all aware that the United Nations has
been unable to act to end a series of bitter and long-drawn
out localized conflicts. However, its failure in this regard is
not due to the weakness of the Organization itself but
manifestly to the unwillingness of the parties to those
conflicts to make use of the instruments of peace-making
and peace-keeping which the United Nations has at its
disposal.

principles of the enited Nations and
standing of the Organization.

64. The ability of the Organization to succeed is primarily
dependent on the will of its Members. I believe that, if one
examines the Organization's work and achievements to date
and, more importantly, its capacity to meet the needs of
the contemporary international society, one must conclude
that as a structure, while some adaptations and adjustments
could profitably be undertaken, the United Nations remains
adequate for the tasks which it has assumed. It is not the
structure which is lacking. It ie; the will and commitment to
make it work that must be continually reinforced.
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60. We have in particular been gratified by the Secretary
General's determination to use the powers conferred on
him by Article 99 of the Charter to call attention to serious
situations and by the readiness he has shown to make
himself available to help in resolving such situations. We
sincerely hope that the international community will heed
his advice and will take advantage of the services which he,
as depositary of important responsibilities under the
Charter and ideally placed to play a detached role, is so well
qualified to render. My delegation much appreciates his
offer to help in any way possible in connexion with the
North of Ireland.

62. Men of vision and goodwill felt that the old inter
national order of sovereign, independent States which had
characterized the nineteenth century was no longer ade
quate. The social, economic and political realities of the
modem world require that we achieve a saner and more
balanced view of our relations with our neighbours, within
national societies, and between nation and nation, and
indeed a saner and more balanced relationship between man
in general and th~ earth which we all inhabit.

59. I should like, too, to say how much my delegation
welcomed the election last December of Mr. Waldheim to
fill the office of Secretary-General. Naturally his long
experience in the field of international affairs, both as
representative of his country at 'the United Nations and
elswhere and as Foreign Mi.nister, eminently fitted him to
undertake the onerous duties of that office. In the
intervening months we have admired the initiative and drive
he has shown since assuming those functions.

63. To meet our individual and collective purposes we are
constantly adapting struc*ures and institutions or devel
oping new ones. If the structures fail the fault may lie not
in the institution itself but in the will of the national or the
international community to make it work. As a structure,
the United Nations, the Secretary-General reminds us in the
introduction to his report on the work of the Organization,
is "not an independent sovereign organization but an
association of sovereign Governments, and ... its failures
are also their failures". [A/8701/Add.1, p. 2.]

61. When I spoke in this Assembly at the twenty-sixth
session [1956th meetingJ I said that we in Ireland believed
that political and moral power grew not out of the barrel of
a gun but out of the will of people to act together so as
to translate values into facts. The United Nations was
established for this purpose.
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75. One paragraph in the speech made in this general
debate by the United Kingdom Secretary of State struck
me as being especially arresting. Speaking in the context of
Europe about East-West relations, he said:

74. Since I last addressed this Assembly the Irish people
. have expressed their overwhelming will to participate fully

in the European. Economic Community, which in a few
months' time, with the accession of new member States,
will group together some 250 million people. Ireland will
bring its own heritage to this community of complementary
cultures-which in Europe is endeavouring to build unity in
diversity and, through co-operation and consensus, to
guarantee to all our children that birthright of peace, of
physical security, of material prosperity and of moral
enrichment which should and can be the right of all
mankind.

The relatively disappointing results of the third session of and committed them to work out together the common
UNCTAD, which took place some months ago in Chile, destiny to which both geography and history summoned
should not, therefore, be allowed to weaken OUI deter- them. In the years since 1957, when the Treaty of Rome
mination to persevere. The session should not be judfjed was signed, the European Economic Community has
solely in the light of its immediate or concrete results. It undergone a process of evolution and development-which
selved to define more clearly the areas in which our efforts has been sometimes painful and often difficult but which,
must be concentrated and has made the international we are confident, is now about to repay the work, the
community both more aware of what needs to be done and tenacity and the vision of those men who laboured to
more alive to the need to do it. It also demonstrated that, translate the ideal of European economic and political
while the many problems involved are interrelated, the best unity into a reality.
hope of success lies in attacking them individually rather
than in trying to solve them all simultaneously.

70. The interplay of our will to act and the structures
through which we can act in the political and economic
spheres is also manifest in the complex relations between
man in general and the earth which we all inhabit. There
has been a growing realization in recent years of the
importance of achieving a saner and more balanced view of
the relations between man and the human environment.
Piecemeal and unco-ordinated development of industry,
overpopulation, urbanization and rural depopulation, we
now realize, can disturb, and have disturbed, the delicate
balance between man and his ecological habitat. Resources
have been depleted by rapacious exploitation; other re
sources have been destroyed by pollution and industrial
waste; and many of the great cities of our civilization have
been made barbarous by the refuse of mindless con
sumerism and planned obsolescence.

!~

71. The recent success of the United Nations Conference
on the Human Environment, held at Stockholm in June, is
therefore a heartening sign. It is evidence of a growing
realization of the gravity and complexity of the problems
which world industrialization and urbanization have created
and of a willingness to develop through the United Nations
system a means of regulating growth and achieving and
maintainin,$ a proper equilibrium between the exploitation
and conservation of the earth's resources. The tasks of the
United Nations in this regard and its responsiblity to
succeeding generations are hardly less arduous and grave
than those which it has assumed in its primary purpose of
saving our ~hildreri from the scourge of war.

72. Twice in this century the clash of opposing national
wills brought war to Europe. And the tragic lesson which
war sometimes teaches and out of which the United
Nations was born has a crucial relevance for Europeans.
Those who had endured those terrible years had also reaped
a new wisdom. The leaders of Europe realized that, if the
continent was to avoid a further and perhaps fmal
catastrophe, a profound transformation of European rela
tions was necessary. National economic and political
rivalries and dissension had to be replaced by co-operation
and consensus.

"We must face the facts even when they are unpleasant.
Since the last World War the confrontation over the years
between the Warsaw Pact countries and those of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization led to an almost total
loss of confidence. Western Europe had no desire for this,
but the fact is that neighbourliness, once confidence is
broken, cannot be recreated in a day." {2042nd meeting,
para.107.J

76. These remarks are, I feel, cogent in another context,
that of Northern Ireland, and relevant to another relation
ship, that of my country and Great Britain. For the
relationship between Britain and Ireland could not escape
the influence of events in Northern Ireland over the past
three or four years. These events have tended to reduce the
problem there more and more to its most basic elements.
The problem derives essentially from a conflict of political
wills and is aggravated by a defective political structure.

77. The conflict of wills is that between Unionism and
anti-Unionism, between those who seek to perpetuate a
nakedly sectarian state in Northern Ireland-while pro
testing their loyalty and allegiance to Britain and British
democracy-and those who are struggling for bll$ic civil
rights and substantial recognition of the legitimacy of their
allegiance to the ideal of a united Ireland.

•

'. .

73. Just as the adoption of the United Nations Charter
laid the foundation of a new world structure and order, the
Treaty of RomeS laid the foundations of a new regional
structure and order in which the peoples of Europe would
assume obligations which bound them even more closely

5 Treaty establishing the European Economic Community. See
United Nations, Treaty Series, vol. 298, No. 4302.

78. Northern Ireland was created as a political entity in
order to provide an area in which to cater separately for
unionism in Ireland. In the demographic and political
circumstances of Ireland as a whole in 1920, when
Northern Ireland was established, unionism could not-and
cannot today-exist on its own. A purely Unionist area
could not, and cannot, be esta~lished as viable. To cater for
unionism therefore reqUired the creation of an area divided
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89. The Irish Government, for its part, is fully prepared to
play a constructive role in reaching a just and lasting
settlement of this last difficult problem in Anglo-Irish
relations. It will act, by every constitutional means open to
it, to work towards a reasoned political settlement, because
it believes such a settlement would be clearly in the
interests of everyone in Northern Ireland, of both the
British and Irish Governments, and of all the people of both
islands.

88. Over the past year there have been exchanges of view
between the British and Irish Governments on the mutual
problem of Northern Ireland. The situation there and the
approach to it I have outlined reqUire deep involvement by
both Governments.

87. In speaking to the General Assembly as I have done on
tins issue, which deeply troubles us in Ireland, I should like
to emphasize that my Government does not consider that
the interests of the national majority in Ireland are in any
way at variance with the real, long-term interests of the
Unionist community. Nor are the interests of the Irish
people in conflict with those of the British people. We
consider that a stable and lasting settlement in Ireland on
the basis I have outlined is in the real interest of both, and
we believe and hope that the British Government will come
to see this, if indeed it has not begun to do so already.

86. In brief, the aim must be .not merely to hope for but
to encourage actively, by every available political means,
progress towards a new Ireland. It would clearly be wrong
to repeat on a larger scale in the island as a whole a pattern
which has already proved unstable in the North. So we
must try to achieve, by agreement, new political institu
tions in Ireland which do not divide its communities or
subordinate one to another, but which are responsive to all
elements of its population and their diversity of outlook
and tradition. A beginning must be made now which will
promote and encourage progress in the right direction, but
it would be unwise to demand absolutes, or to set a r«id
time-table.

85. Interim measures can allow a process of reconciliation
to begin: membership by Britain and both parts of Ireland
in the European Community will undoubtedly help. But
the process of reconciliation will advance only if there is an
acceptance of the need to promote and work positively
towards a stable and lasting settlement on a new basis in
Ireland. It is not enough simply to speak of this as a
"legitimate aspiration", or to suggest that reconciliation,
now, is a prerequisite to any progress towards this aim. If a
real and lasting process of reconciliation is to begin now,
there must be courageous and far-sighted policy decisions
aimed at such a settlement, and there must be provision for
movement towards it as the opportunities become available.

83. It is evident that there can be no instant solution to
the present difficulties. Short-term measures alone, based
on a simple balance of forces within the area, will not be
enough.

82. But the conflict of wills must also be faced. Britain
and Ireland together with the divided communities in the
North will have to be involved in the resolution of that
conflict. The deepest concerns of the Unionist community
in Ireland will have to be, and can be, met by an eventual
accommodation with the national majority-by negotiation
and on terms acceptable to both. And the deepest concerns
and desires of the Unionist community in Ireland cannot be
met any other way-certainly not by coercion or by the
intercommunal violence wh:h threatens all Irishmen with
common ruin.

80. To date, all the attempts by Britain and by successive
Belfast administrations to bring about consensus govern
ment in Northern Ireland through reform have focused on
only one element of the dilemma. In 1969 when the abuses
which the divisions within the area had made virtually
inevitable came to world attention Britain intervened to see
to the reform of these abuses. Attempts at piecemeal
reform and the violent refusal of the more reactionary
Unionists to accept them bxought no stability and the
situation grew worse.
...

81. Moreover the attempts at conciliation were accom
panied by efforts to coerce the minority, which simply
increased their alienation, and generated tolerance or
support for violent tactics, and this in turn left the two
communities in the North of Ireland even further divided
than before. In short, these attempts to resolve the conflict
of wills failed. Six months ago, in March, in the face of
persistent violence and instability, Britain took the more
drastic step of suspending the structures of dominance
within the area by proroguing the Northern Parliament in
an effort to reassemble the shattered pieces of the structure
in a more equitable and stable way. But what Britain has to
face is that the very structure of Northern Ireland-the
unworkable attempt to create an area to deal separately
with unionism in Ireland-is the fundamental difficulty and
that there is no way in which the pieces can be put together
again so as to have permanent stability within a purely
Northern Ireland setting. If a successful political"structure is
to be built, it must be one which is open to, and capable of,
operating in a wider context, that of Ireland as a whole.
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into two communities with assured dominance for one. The 84. There is general acceptance at present of the need to
structure of Northern Ireland, in consequences, had polit- provide a new framework for administration in the North I
ical instability built into it from the beginning. As a of Ireland. This administration must provide for an equi- .
solution for the Anglo-lrish problem it was, in the words of table division of political power between the elected .
my Prime Minister, "a recipe for slow disaster". representatives of the communities in the area, and there •

must be no possibility of the abuse of security powers in
the interests of one community. Beyond this, there must be
recognition of, and a real political outlet for, the legitimate
aspirations of the non-Unionist community.

79. A permanent peace and genuine democracy cannot be
established until all the elements of the dilemma in
Northern Ireland are squarely faced and dealt with to
gether. And as I have said, the central dilemma of the North
lies not only in a conflict of wills, but in the fact that this
conflict of wills can never be resolved within the existing
structure of Northern Ireland. A permanent solution
therefore can only be found, in the view of my delegation,
through a genuine attempt both to resolve the conflict of
wills and to replace the existing structure.
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100. There are occasions, however, when the Organization
must intervene, and indeed has a bounden duty to act, in
the interest of intornational peace and security. It is a
source of regret to us all that, despite some hopeful
developments, the last year has given little evidence of the
ability of the Security Council to discharge more effectively
its primary responsibility, the maintenance of peace and
~ecurity.

99. It is significant that these peaceful and constructive
developments have taken place outl'ide the aegis of this
Organization. We arc convincod that the United NatiOl\fl can
at times b~st serve the cause of warl4 peace and security by
not venturing into areas where its intervention may not be
helpful.

101. Fiji assumed its place in this Assembly in the lIincere
belief that all countries, large and small, have a role to play
in promoting the principles embodied in the Charter of the
United Nations. We believe that, given goodwill, tolerance
and understanding, all countries can, through this Organi
zation, contribute effectively to the promotion of world
peace and security. It is unfortunate that the exercise of a
veto in the Security Council can so easily bring to nought
the efforts of this Organization.

102. It may well be that the question of Security Council
membership, both permanent and elected, and the power of
veto which lies with permanent members, could benefit
from a thorough reappraisal with the object of re-estab
lishing the effectiveness and credibility of this most impor
tant organ of the United Nations. We are encouraged that
during this current debate other speakers have also ex
pressed a similar view.

103. My Government is gravely concerned at the recent
upsurge of terrorism and senseless violence which endangers
the lives of innocent persons. There can be little justifi
cation for international terrorism. It disturbs the very fabric
of international peace and good order. My Government
therefore commends the initiative of the Secretary.General
in bringing this matter to the attention of this Assembly for
its urgent consideration [A/8791 and Add.1]. We would
support any internationally agreed preventive measures
designed to protect especially the lives of innocent people.

91. I should also like to take this opportunity to pay my
delegation's- tribute to the outgoing President, Mr. Adam
Malik of Indonesia, who guided the deliberations of the
twentyQsixth session of the General Assembly with such
great distinction.
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90. Sir Edward CAKOBAU (Fiji): Mr. President, it gives their bilateral.talk•• We trust that by our next session even
me much pleasure to add my delegation's congratulations greater progress will have been reported. Indeed, we hope
to the many you have already received on your unanimous for an end of the miatrust and b.itterness which have divided
election as the President of this session of the General Korea and its people for more thin two decades.
Assembly. We are confident that under your wise and able
guidance the work of the session will be successfully
concluded.

92. May I also congratulate our new Secretary-General,
Mr. Kurt Waldheim, on his appointment to his high office.
His ability was already well known and his dedicated and
wise leadership since assuming office is ample evidence that
our trust and good judgement in appointing him have not
been misplaced.
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93. Fiji would particularly wish to commend the Secre
tary-General for the many personal initiatives he has taken
on matters of international concern. I should like to
reassure him of Fiji's continued co-operation and support.

95. The past year has been unusually eventful. On the one
hand we have seen the outbreak of renewed violence both
between and within nations. We have seen continuing
conflicts unnecessarily costing many lives. We have seen the
wasteful and destructive diversion of wealth and resources
to the purposes of war when, increasingly, the people of the
world need their rational and constructive deployment for
peaceful ends.

94. I welcome the privilege and the honour of addressing
this Assembly. I particularly welcome the opportunity of
speaking to you about developments in my part of the
world, an area which does not often feature in international
news but where there is quiet progress along new courses. I
also welcome the opportunity to comment from the South
Pacific viewpoint on the events of the past year and on the
work of the United Nations.

96. In the same year, we have, on the other hand, seen
important initiatives taken towards easing the tensions
which cause these conflicts. The various bilateral meetings
which the leaders of the United States, the Soviet Union,
the People's Republic of China and Japan have recently
held have already yielded encouraging results.

10S. Like most developing countries, Fiji has a develop
ment plan for the improvement of the quality of life of its

104. In the economic and social sphere, Fiji as a devel
oping country is deeply grateful for the valuable assistance
which we receive from the United Nations and its spe
cialized agencies. Fiji is glad to receive international aid
where it is given on the basis of mutual respect and
equality. We do not, however, welcome aid that seeks to
impose conditions incompatible with our sovereignty. I
should like to emphasize that, although we seek and
welcome aid, we ourselves realize that for our own
development we must depend ultimately on our own
resources and efforts.
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97. We welcome the moves made by the opposing wings of
divid~dnations to achieve through dialogue some relaxation
of the tensions which otherwise can have calamitous
consequences for the peoples concerned and for the rest of
the world.

98. The agreements reached between West and East
Germany, and between West Germany and Poland, are
pleasing developments. Another is the dialogue between the
two Koreas. We are pleased that this Assembly, in its
Wisdom, has respected the wish of the Korean people to be
left alone to work out their own reunification. Removed
from the spotlight of international attention and shielded
from interference, encouraging progress has been made in
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114. A sphere of activity where years of preparation have
begun to show results is that of the environment. Although
Fiji is relatively free of the major forms of pollution which
threaten the developed world, we are confronted with
environmental problems arising from our lack of develop
ment and, in common with many other developing coun
tries, we stressed at the United Nations Conference on the
Human Environment at Stockholm, and do so again now,
that the special needs of developing countries should be
kept clearly in view and should not be submerged in any
campaign for environmental perfectionism which, however
well-intentioned, the developing countries simply cannot
afford.

6 See Rhodesia: Report ofthe Commission on Rhodesian Opinion
under the Chairmanship of the Right Honourable the Lord Pearce,
Cmnd. 4964 (London, Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1972)•

113. I turn now to the Portuguese Territories. We are
concerned that no significant progress has been made in
their decolonization and deplore the violent measures used
by the Portuguese authorities to repress the legitimate
aspirations of their colonial peoples. We strongly urge the
Portuguese authorities to cease all hostilities and to hasten
decolonization processes in Angola, Mozambique and
Guinea (Bissau).

112. In Rhodesia, the Pearce Commission in its report6

has recorded the wish of the people to reject the tenns of a
settlement negotiated between the British Government and
the illegal Smith regime. Fiji accepts the fmdings of that
Commission and is hopeful that a compromise, acceptable
to all, may yet be achieved. In this regard, Fiji supports the
call for a constitutional conference with eqUitable repre
sentation of all the Rhodesian people. We appeal to all the
parties concerned to give the matter their most urgent
attention, and warn against the danger of relaxing efforts
to fmd a speedy solution to the problem.

115. A more immediate issue for an oceanic State like Fijj,
which has always been dependent for sustenance on the

111. Progress has been regrettably slow in the remaining
African Territories with which the Special Committee is
concerned. The question of Namibia is still unsolved. The
important personal contact made by the Secretary-General
with the Government of South Africa, and the recent
appointment of the Secretary-General's representative
regarding Namibia, will, we trust, open the way for the
achievement of self-determination and independence by the
peoples of that Territory.

experience of evolutionary constitutional change. I should
like to commend the realistic, constructive, and vigorous
way in which the Special Committee is dealing with the
question of the remaining colonial and Non-Self-Governing
Territories. Many of the remaining Territories with which
the Special Committee is concerned are in our part of the
world. We have been particularly satisfied with the progress
made towards self-determination in the neighbouring Terri
tories of Papua New Guinea and Niue and the Tokelau
Islands. It is our hope that the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands, at present under the trusteeship of the United
States, will also be able to resolve its difficulties in
accordance with the wishes of its inhabitants.
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110. The last occasion on which I was present at the
United Nations was only a few years ago, in 1966, before
Fiji became independent, whe,n my country was the subject
of review by the Special Committee on the Situation with
regard to the Implementation of the Declaration on the
Granting of Independence to Colonial Countries and
Peoples. It is a particular pleasure, therefore, to be able to
view the work of the Special Committee from a very
differeut perspective, that of an independent member
contributing to its counsels from its own very recent

109 . The problem that all developing countries face in
maintaining their export markets in developed countries is
crucial. It has assumed a new sense of urgency for Fiji with
the background of low prices for primary products and
the changing pattern of economic relationships in the
developed world. Fiji depends on sugar and copra for about
75 per cent of its visible export earnings, and half of its
sugar production has been sent for many years to the
United Kingdom under the Commonwealth Sugar Agree
ment of 21 December 1951. The coming negotiations with
the European Economic Community are thus of particular
concern to us. It is our hope that the highly developed
countries in that Community will appreciate our problem
and will not reqUire us to make far-reaching adjustments in
our economic relationships, particularly with our neigh
bouring countries in the South Pacific, as the price of
continuing access to the British market in an enlarged
European Economic Community.

108-: One wonders about the developed countries. They
pay lip-service to the need to bridge the gap between
themselves and the developing countries; and yet at
international conferences they do not hesitate to thwart
proposals put forward by developing countries where these
run counter to their vested interests. Such negative atti
tudes are reprehensible and in direct opposition to the
ideals of the Second United Nations Development Decade.

106. In a wider context, we believe that only a decisive and
combined effort by both developed and developing coun
tries will make it possible to eliminate Widespread con
ditions of poverty and the disparity between the rich and
the poor. And it is only by bridging the gap between the
great prosperity of the few and the poverty of the many
that we can build a firm foundation for lasting peace and
international security.

i07. Fiji welcomed the opportunity to participate in the
third session of UNCTAD. The past year has seen increased
activity on the part of developed countries in the prepara
tion and promulgation of their general non-reciprocal
preference schemes. In Santiago, however, the developed
countries showed no great support for the developing
nations' urgent appeals for new initiatives. This must be a
matter of common concern to all, both developing and
developed countries.

people. In this, our primary aim has been to encourage and
accelerate the social and economic development of the less
favoured sections of our community, and in particular
those who live in rural areas. One of our tasks is to bring
home to those who enjoy eco~omic advantages that it is in
their interests to do everything possible to encourage and
accelerate the development of those who are less fortunate.

•
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120. The questions of race and racial and other forms of
discrimination continue to be a major source of friction and
confrontation. This Assembly has, by a Universal Decla
ration and by conventions, a distinguished record of
activity in trying to overcome these evils. Still the problems
remain. Still we see the institutional entrenchment of racial
s~gregation, and some countries continue to apply discrim
inatory policies which are condemned by the international
community. These policies give cause for particular concern
because they threaten international peace and security.
Such policies will inevitably yield before the rising tide of
international opinion and the resentment of those who are
made to suffer. Still we are faced with new examples of
intolerance, deportations and other forms of persecution.
In whatever form their perpetrators may attempt to present
them to themselves and to the world, these policies find
their roots in racial resentment and the inability of man to
come to terms with the dissimilarities of man. Let us not be
guilty of double standards, but be ready to condemn this
evil wherever if may appear.

116. Although progress in the sea-bed Committee has
sometimes been painfully slow, there is gratifying agree
ment on the comprehensive list of subjects and issues
relating to the law of the sea [A/8721 , para. 23J and on the
preparatory work required for drawing up an international
regime. Fiji believes that, given the political will and a spirit
of co-operation and mutual accommodation among its
members, the Committee will make more rapid progress
during its sessions in 1973. It is with this expectation that
my Government favour~ the convening of the third confer
ence on the law of the sea at an early date and shares the
view expressed by many delegations in the sea-bed Com
mittee that the conference should begin its fust session at
the end of 1973.

resources of the sea, is the work of the United Nations we strongly support and commend an initiative jointly
Committee on the Peaceful Uses of the Sea-Bed and the taken by our neighbours Australia and New Zealand to
.Ocean Floor beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction. bring the question of nuclear testing before this Assembly
Assured control over coastal marine resources and inter- [A/8741] with a view to banning all such activity,
national agreement on a regime for the high seas are of especially in the South Pacific.
crucial importance. We have been in close consultation with
members of the sea-bed Committee whose interests are
similar to our own. We are hopeful that we shall be able to
fonnulate principles to define the concept of an oceanic
archipelago' which will be acceptable to the international
community and enable it to recognize our special position
and our special needs.
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117. A subject closely allied to the queshons of inter
national security, the environment and the law of the
sea-to which I have already refeLred-is that of nuclear
testing. Ever since Fiji has had the opportunity of making
its voice heard in the international community, it has
protested the carrying out of nuclear tests in the atmos
phere, and particularly the ~tmosphere of the Pacific
Ocean. It is a source of great regret that I must record that
those protests, which have been echoed by many of our
friends in this Assembly, and notably during this session by
my colleagues from Australia and New Zealand, have gone
unheeded. This year France has again exploded a number of
nuclear devices on Mururoa atoll.

118. We are assured that these tests produce little radia
tion. They are said to be harmless. That being so, many
countries in Fiji's part of the world question why France
needs to conduct them at a point on the earth's surface
which is as far removed as possible from the mass of its own
territory and population.

119. The tests are contrary to the terms of the partial
test-ban Treaty,7 to which the vast majority of the
Members of this Organization, including Fiji, have sub
scribed. It is true that France is not a party to that Treaty
and that there are other countries which also continue to
test in the atmosphere. At a time when wider agreements
are being sought for complete disarmament and for the
cessation of all nuclear testing, the activities of countries
which persist in testing nuclear devices in the atmosphere .
must be repugnant to the international community as a
whole. We will not relax our efforts, in concert with other
like-minded nations, to persuade those responsible to bring
their programmes of destruction to an end. In this regard

7 Treaty Banning Nuclear Weapon Tests in the Atmosphere, in
Outer Space and under Water, signed in Moscow on 5 August 1963.

."...

121. As a member of the Commonwealth of Nations
which tries to uphold the ideal of non-racialism, Fiji fmds
racial discrimination abhorrent not only where it is prac
tised by whites, as in southern Africa and elsewhere, but
also where it is used by others to distinguish unfavourably
those of different ethnic origins. In this connexion we
should like to record our appreciation of the efforts being
made by the Secretary-General and others to alleviate the
sufferings of the Asians expelled from Uganda, and we hope
that those efforts will be successful.

122. To us in Fiji race is a fact of everyday life. We have a
multiracial community, composed largely of people of
Indian origin and of indigenous Fijians, but with substantial
minorities of Europeans, Chinese and other Pacific is
landers. But we are striving to build a non-racial com
munity. I believe that the lessons we have learned in our
own society, which have led us to a more creative attitude
to the differences which exist between us, could have some
value in the wider context of international relations.

123. Like my colleagues the Foreign Ministers of Australia
and New Zealand, who have spoken:earlier in this debate,
[2042nd and 204Sth meetings, respectively], I wish to
mention the South Pacific Forum. Since Fiji's indepen
dence in 1970, there has been a growth in South Paeific
regionalism. Only a little over a year ago the first meeting 'of
the South Pacific Forum took place in New Zealand. It was
a historic but still tentative and exploratory meeting of
the leaders of seven countries in the South Pacific. It was
called to answer the need of small newly independent island
nations to reach out beyond the confmes of their own
shores to share the common experience of government. It
also helped to meet the wish of our friends in New Zealand
and Australia to establish anew, post-colonial relationship.
The first meeting led to the second meeting of the Forum
in Canberra in February this year.
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124. From these beginnings the South Pacific Forum has months. Very soon after assuming office, the Secretary-
gained in strength and stature. We in Fiji were proud to General made historic visits to various parts of the world,
have had the privilege of hosting the third meeting of the including Africa. He met and exchanged views with heads
Forum in Suva a few weeks ago. This meeting marked the of State and government and foreign ministers. We are
full emergence of this new institution in the region it is confident that during his tenure of office he will raise aloft
designed to serve.' the high ideals of the United Nations.

8 See Qfficial Records of the Security Council, Twenty-seventh
Year, Supplement for July, August and September 1972, document
8/10738.

138. Africa is the continent now zealously trying to evolve
new and practical democratic patterns, utilizing some of the

137. In Africa we are plagued with different forms of
imperialism which we can no longer tolerate. In the north
of the continent W~ have for long endured the Middle East
conflict. We had hoped that Security Council resolution
242 (1967) vfould be accepted by all parties as the basis for
solving this particular conflict, but it seems that our hopes
are not being fulfilled. In the south we witness the worst
forms of inhumanity by man to man, an imperialism which
seeks to enslave the S(j~n1 of the African under the doctrine
of white-skin racial superiority. The various resolutions of
this Assembly condemning apartheid and racial discrimi
nation have failed to have any effect on the racist regimes.
In scattered pockets of the continent, colonialist Powers
like Portugal continue to impose the yoke of colonialism
and imperialist domination on peace-loving Africans in
continued defiance of resolution 1514 (XV) and other
resolutions of this body. Even those African States which
have won their independence the hard way now face a new
form of neo-imperialism. Certain big Powers not only
directly interfere in their internal affairs, but even stir up
internal subversion and mercenary activity in order to
topple progressive African Governments not to their liking.

136. My Government stands fmnly committed to the
Organization of African Unity {OA U! , which enters into its
second decade next year. The OAU has developed into a
strong institution, capable not only of harmonizing the
views of different African States but also of solving the
difficulties which may from time to time occur among its
members.

135. Let me now highlight ~ number of matters which
may be deliberated during this session of the General
Assembly and which reflect Certain aspects of Sierra
Leone's foreign policy.

133. We congratulate him in particular for having suc
ceeded in persuading the racist regime of South Africa to
permit an officer of the United Nations to enter Namibia in
order to inv.estigate in great detail the political situation in
that Territory with the ultimate aim of granting it
independence. My delegation takes this opportunity to
thank him and his staff for the report they have submitted
on this question.s

134. May I take this opportunity to report that our new
Republic, under the Presidency of His Excellency Mr. Siaka
Stevens, has defmitely brought progress, order and stability
to Sierra Leone. We look forward to renewing our efforts to
strive together with the international community for the
further development of peace and progress on earth.

-.. • ....'~y·k".. ,._,.,..,_,._,.,_ •._.
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129. At a time when man has reached out and exxl.'.Jif.ed
~...

the surface of the moon and now moves on to o'~h(~r

planets, surely it is not beyond his ability to look g;~ the
United Nations, recognize the new circumstances that have
arisen since its birth and, using the goodwill it has
engendered, fashion from it an instrument for world peace
and service.

130. Mr. PRATT (Sierra Leone): Mr. President, permit me
to congratulate you on your assumption of the high office
of President of the twenty-seventh session. I wish you every
success in steering the deliberations of this august Assem
bly.

128. It is true that the United Nations was unable to avert
the tragedies of the Koreas, Bangladesh and Viet-Nam, but
it has tempered the suffering through the help of its
agencies.

132. It is now nearly a year since the Secretary-General,
Mr. Kurt Waldheim, assumed his duties. At that time we
expressed to him the best wishes of the Government of the
Republic of Sierra Leone {203lst meeting]. I wish to
commend him for r.ds achievements over the past nine

127. Since 1945, and more particularly since 1955, many
new and smaller nations have emerged and gained dignity
through their membership in the United Nations. The voices
they raise may not individually have been strong, but
collectively they have been an influence for right and good.
They have spoken out for small peoples and against tyranny
and oppression. They are in the vanguard against racialism
and colonialism, oppression and militarism.

131. May I als~ take this opportunity to express my
appreciation to the outgoing President, Mr. Adam Malik of
Indonesia, for the efficient manner in which he chaired the
twenty-sixth session of the General Assembly when dis
cussions of far-reaching importance to this Organization
were undertaken.

125. The meetings of the heads of government are
friendly, frank and informal, and range over many
common problems. The desire to turn ideals into practice is
shown by the establishment of the South Pacific Bureau for
Economic Co-operation, which will promote intra-regional
trade among the islands and trade between them and their
neighbours in the Pacific basin, and will facilitate new
forms of regional economic co-operation in such areas as
shipping, tourism and manufacturing.

126. Just as we in Fiji are discovering anew the spirit of
co-operation and mutual assistance in our own region, so
we continue to seek it in this world Organization, to which
we belong. I have pointed to what we regard as some of its
shortcomings, but disappointments do not justify indiffer
ence or the tendency of some to regard the United Nations
as irrelevant.
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llonns handed over by the erstwhile colonial masters, while
at the same time inventing and applying political institu
tions which would project the African personality. My
delegation implores the various Governments assailing the

Indepe ndence of Africa to let us alone and give us a chance
to '1nake our own contribution to the cause of international
peace.

139. The Middle East conflict seems to be oscillating
between hope and despair. Towards the beginning of the
year there was hope that an end to the conflict was in sight.
As we meet during this session, those hopes seem to be
receding into the distance. We have had problems of the
kidnapping of personnel in Syria and southern Lebanon by
Israel, and we join those who demand the unconditional
repatriation of such kidnapped personnel. While these
problems remain unsettled, we have been shocked at the
recent killing of Israeli athletes at the Munich Olympic
Games. Before reason could prevail, we witnessed military
invasions against Lebanon, letter-bombs being sent to
Israelis in different parts of the world, and a threat of the
renewal of the conflict. My Government has devel,)ped
friendly relations both with the Arab nations and with
Israel, and it pains us to witness such carnage inflicted from
time to time by either party.

140.. We have always been strong supporters of Security
Council resolution 242 (1967). In a joint communique
issued by my President, Mr. Siaka Stevens, and Emperor
Haile Selassie I of Ethiopia in January this year, an appeal
was made to the parties concerned to facilitate a peaceful
settlement based on that resolution. My delegation fer
vently hopes that Mr. Jarring will be given the opportunity
to solve this problem. Israel, in particular, should under
stand that it is in its own interest for the work of the
Jarring mission to continue to a fruitful and successful
conclusion.

I.

141'. My delegation continues to propose, in addition to
the Jarring mission, the convening of a peace conference on
the Middle East conflict that would bring together all the
partier concerned and recommend general guidelines based
on the letter and spirit of Security Council resolution
242 (1967). The presence ofthe.permanent members of the
Security Council at such a peace conference would go a
long way to justify the views of those who have been calling
upon the permanent members not only to take effective
steps within ~he United Nations framework to resolve the
Middle East conflict but also to give their full support to
Mr. Jarring.

142. The permanent members of the Security Council owe
it to the international community not to get directly
involved in the Middle East conflh.:t, even by the supply of
arms; rather they should ensure the early withdrawal of
Israeli armed forct~S now occupying Arab territories and
enforce guarantees by both Israel and the Arab nations that
neither will attack the other.

143. Once again it is the bounden duty of my delegation
to reaffirm my Government's stand condemning the apart
heid policies of the rad.st regimes in southern Africa.

144. The African States have tried to frame principles of
peaceful coexistence in the Manifesto on Southern Africa.9

However, we all know that the colonialist and racist Powers
have completely rejected the principles of the Manifesto,
thereby making it quite clear that the subjected African
people are left with no alternative but to inttmsify their
armed struggle for the liberation of their fathel'lands and
the enjoyment of human dignity. In the face of th~

adamant opposition of the colonialist and racist Powers to
peaceful change, my delegation is convinced that there is a
need not only to recognize but also to assist the legitimate
armed struggle of the liberation movements in southeln
Africa. We would emphasize the importance of working out
specific programmes at the international level for providing
materials of practical use, and other forms of political
solidarity, in such a way as to make a decisive contribution
to the eradication of colonialism and racism in southern
Africa.

145. My delegation is fully prepared to support any action
considered expedient to meet the South African menace.
My country has already imposed the most severe restric
tions on trade with South Africa and, in compliance with
the decision taken by the OAU, my Government is
committed to a policy of isolation, no-dialogue, and the
imposition of sanctions on the regime in South Africa.

146. We shall do all in our power to ensure that the
millions of black indigenous Africans of South Africa are
treated with equality and human dignity, which is their
rightful heritage.

147. My delegation is dr.eply concerned that no effective
steps have yet been taken to stop Portugal from conducting
in Africa a war of liquidation, armed with the matt modern
military equipment, which it has undoubtedly acquired
from its NATO friends. J .deed, we note with amazement
that people who are loud in their condemnation of lapses in
others are themselves so often guilty of the worst manifes
tations of double standards. Once again we call on those
NATO Powers, without whose help Portugal really would
be shown up in its real impotence, to desist from
continuing their military and tacit support and to exert all
the pressure of which they are capable to persuade their
Portuguese friends not only to end brutalities against
innocent victims in Guinea (Bissau), Cabinda, Mozambique
and Angola but also to practise that humanitarianism which
is such a cherished virtue of the NATO Powers.

148. The situation in Southern Rhodesia remains preca
rious. The people of Zimbabwe have overwhelmingly
rejected the proposals for a settlement1 0 between the
United Kingdom Government and the illegal regime of lan
Smith, and it is gratifying to note that the United YJngdom
Government has accepted the Pearce Commission report.
My deleg?~ion warmly welcomes that independent report,
which truly reflects the political maturity and courage of
the people of Zimbabwe.

9 See Official Records of the General Assembly, Twenty.fourth
Session, Annexes, agenda item 106, document A/7754.

10 See Official Records of the Security Council, Twenty-sixth
Year, Supplement for October, November and December 1971,
doc';,anent S/10405.
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156. We therefore urge that serious negotiations for a
settlement at the Paris talks should not only respect the
inalienable right of the entire people of Viet-Nam, North
and South, to effective self-determination and true hIdepen·
dence without outside interference by any nation, large or
small, but shf\u1d also create the facilities for the two
opposing political forces to come together and solve their
internal problems and differences on the basis of equality,
mutual respect and mutual non-elimination.

157. My delegation is convinced that peace can come to
the countries in Indo-China only if all foreign forces are
removed from the area and the Indo-Chinese peoples are
allowed to work out a settlement with no outside or foreign
interference. We therefore join those who call for the
withdrawal of all foreign forces from that area.

158. My delegation is disturbed by the fact that, in the
process of the withdrawal of United States military
personnel and other combatant troops from South Viet
Nam, the conflict continues to be extended to Laos and
Cambodia by intensive bombing and fIghting, resulting in
irreparable loss of life and property in those countries. The
peoples of those countries must be left in peace, without
any outside interference, to settle their differences and
problems.

bring about the independence of Namibia as a free and
independent sovereign State.

154. My delegation is at a lom~ tt. understand with what
justification certain great !'owers cor'dnue to impose a yoke
of seiVitude on a numbe," of f"Niway countries with which
they have no ethnic connexion. Those colonial Powers
argue that territorial servitude must continue, either be
cause the countries affected are too small to become
economic or politically viable units or because they are
culturally undeveloped or even because the inhabitants,
after so-called referendums, prefer the status of colonial
servitude. International co-operation on earth has now
developed to the point where no nation, however small,
however poor, is unable to govern itself; and no nation,
however affluent or prosperous, is satisfied with being ruled
by another. My delegation therefore once again appeals to
all Powers having colonies, or what look like colonies, in
Africa, in Asia, in America and in Oceania to take
immediate steps to grant those subjected peoples a free and
full measure of independence. If they really like you, they
will thereupon enter into all sorts of bilateral treaties with
you, and you can continue to help them. The international
community would then be satisfied that your new relation
ship is not one of colonial masterand subjected servant, but
an association of free and independent States. Refusal by
the colonialist Powers to grant their charges independence
can only leave a sour taste in one's mouth and unsavoury
conclusions about disguised economic and political ex
ploitation.

155. My delegation continues to be concerned with the
situation in Viet-Nam and condemns most vehemently the
indiscriminate bombing of North Viet-Nam which has been
causing so much suffering, deprivation and hardship to the
heroic Viet-Namese people. We still believe that lasting
peace can be achieved in Viet-Nam only when the political
realities of the situation are taken into account.

2060th meeting - 10 October 1972

151. The question of Namibia continues to receive our
constant attention. We note with grave concern that South
Africa is at present using Namibia as a base for violating the
territories of neighbouring independent African States.

152. I have already reiterated my delegation's c1mmenda
tion of the efforts being made by the Secretary-General as
regards the Namibian problem and our hopes that the
recent appointment of his personal representative will
speedily bring to a successful conclusion the responsibility
of the United Nations to protect the rights and interests of
the people of Namibia and to lead them without delay to
independence.

11 Legal Consequences for States of the Continued P;esence of
South Africa in Namibia (South West Africa) notwithstanding
Security Council Resolution 276 (1970), Advisory Opinion. LC.I.
Reports 1971, p. 16.

150. It is my delegation's view that a national convention
of all groups 1..1'\ Zimbabwe should now be summoned in
order to decide the form of constitution on the basis of
which that country should proceed to independence, and
that all nationalist leaders detained should be released
immediately so that they could participate in any dis
cussion on the constitutional future of their country. The
United Kingdom Government should assume the responsi
bility for summoning such a national convention, which
should be afforded facilities freely and frankly to deliberate
the burning issues involved and arrive at just solutions or
acceptable compromises. Another independent commission,
or even the Pearce Commission, could be entrusted with the
task of arranging and servicing such a national convention.

149. My delegation is of the view that the United
Kingdom Government should now be more positive in its
action and attitude towards lan Smith and his clique, who
have recently defied world opinion by restricting the
movements of African nationalist leaders in Zimbabwe and
continuing their suppression of the people of Zimbabwe.
The Government of Sierra Leone calls on the international
community to do its utmost to ensure that independenr.:e is
lnot gran.ted to Southern Rhodesia before majority rule.

153. My delegation must, however, express concern that
the fate of the people of Namibia seems to be deliberately
entrusted to the whims and ~aprices of the racist regime of
South Africa. My Goyernment has constantly opposed any
form of dialogue with that racist regime. However, in the
int~rest of the rapid political advancement of the Namibian
people, and notwithstanding the 1971 advisory opinion of
the International Court of Justice!! declaring the con
tinued presence of the South Africa~ Administration in the
Territory to be illegal, my Government did not oppose the
holding of talks between the Secretary-General and the
leaders of the racist regime. It now appears that progress is
being stultified by the intransigence of the racist regime,
which is putting all sorts of difficulties and obstacles in l.he
way. My Government wants to stress that a clear and
unequivocal commitm~nt should be made by South Africa
as regards the unimpeded attainment of independence by
Namibia. My delegation would also stress that in our view
the sole-aim of the Secretary-General and his representative
in their dealings with the South African regime should be to

•
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159. As far as the problem of Korea is concerned, I should
like to make it clear that my Government has developed
very friendly ties with both North Korea and South Korea.
We have impressed on those two States the fact that they
must realize that they are brothers.

160. My delegation continues to support the peaceful
reunification of Korea without any outside interference. We
feel that it is high time that the rights of the heroic people
of Korea were recognized so that they can harmonize their
differences and take their legitimate seat in the councils of
the nations. We are indeed hopeful that the process of
peaceful reunification will gain momentum within the
shortest possible period of time.

161, My delegation is extremely happy at the result of the
recent summit conference between Prime Minister lndira
Gandhi of India and President Bhutto of Pakistan and we
hope that these talks will continue with fruitful results for
India, Pakistan and Bangladesh, and with a happy solution
to the problem of repatriation of prisoners of war and a
lasting peace in the Indian subcontinent. We trust that the
many points of the Simla Agreement will be honoured by
all parties, and that Bangladesh will soon take its rightful
place in the comity of nations.

162. Germany is in more or less the same position as
Korea, and the German peoples have for more than a
quarter of a century remained apart. My delegation
welcomes the talks which have been taking place between
the two German States. Last year I expressed :the hope
from this podium [1949th meeting] that the evident
entente in East-West relations would result in removing all
obstacles in the way of the people of Germany being
represented in this world Assembly.

163. My delegation is deeply concerned at the fact that a
great nation like Germany is still outside the United
Nations. We are convinced that the time is ripe for
Germany to play its part on the international scene. While
we would not like the General Assembly to enter into
discussions which might tend to magnify the differences
between. the'two brother .states, we would appeal to this
session of the General Assembly to look at the German
problem constructively in order to bring about a solution to
the question of the admission of Gennany into this world
body. If the two parts of the same country still prefer to go
their separate ways, we should respect their inclinations and
facilitate their entry as two brother States. Twin States may
soon recognize tilet it is better for them to become unitary
than to remain divergent. The decision however should be
theirs and not ours.

164. The past year has been truly called the year of
international detente. We have witnessed a general rap
prochement in international relations. The super-Powers
have realized that there is little to gain by open con
frontation and much to profit from in. a policy of
friendship. My delegation welcomes this diplomatic thaw.

165. In particular, we must congratulate the Secretary
General for emphasizing this international detente in the

12 See OfflcliJl Records of the General Assembly, Twenty-sixth
Session, PlelUlryMeetings, 1949th meeting.

introduction he prepared to his report on the work of the
Organization [A/8701/Add.l]. The Secretary-General has
made a realistic assessment of present trends in inter
national relations and the Sierra Leone delegation endorses
that realistic assessment. In this, his frrst introduction to an
annual report, we can mark his long experience in diplo
macy and his keen insight into present-day power realities
in the world. My delegation agrees with the Secretary
General that the current detente among the great Powers is
a historic development of the highest importance. The
Secretary-General has, however, reminded us that we
should not be too euphoric about this development since
previous post-war indications of detente failed to materi
alize into a durable relaxation of international tensions.
However, my delegation is happy that the super-Powers are
coming together and are giving every indication that they
realize that it is better to beat their swords into plough
shares and their spears into pruning-hooks. My delegation
welcomes this evident policy of the great Powers to
confront each other without warlike belligerency, the
tendency to minimize the military aspects of power in
great-Power relationships, and the evident emergence of an
era of negotiation, an era of dialogue and contact among
the bigger brothers of the international community.

166. My delegation also supports the thesis of the Secre
tary-General that the very fact of this international thaw
calls for stronger vigilance and, we would stress, vigilance
on the part of the nations of the third world. The
super-Powers have embarked on a policy of detente
because, among other reasons, they feel that the third
world is becoming important. It is apparent, for example,
that the third world, commanding a majority in the United
Nations General Assembly, can adopt resolutions which, to
say the least, might prove embarrassing to the super-Powers
if they continued in open confrontation one against the
other.

167. The tendency unfortunately seems to be for great
Power detente to lead to great-Power recognition of
exclusive spheres of great-Power influence in various areas
of international relations. The great Powers are coming to
realize that with the growing democratization of the United
Nations system they will not be getting their own way,
particularly in the United Nations General Assembly. They
are therefore devising a system of arrogating to themselves
the responsibility for deciding the major issues of the world
outside the United Nations, and many of those issues
fundamentally touch the life and the very existence of the
countries of the third world.

168. My delegation wishes to stress that this tendency is
not in the interest of the United Nations in general nor of
the developing countries in particular. The latter are now
being sacrificed as pawns in super-Power politics. It is for
that reason that my delegation whole-heartedly supports
the call of the Secretary-General for all and sundry to
realize that the super-Powers ought to accept the fact that
the United Nations, their own creation, should be the
central institution for hannonizing international action. We
ought jealously to guard against the great Powers taking
important problems away from the United Nations system
to solve them in accordance with their own desires and
inclinations.

.-/
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174. In spite of the apparent relaxation of tension among
the super-Powers and a clearly noticeable improvement in
the political atmosphere in Europe, there is nevertheless
increasing competition. among the same super-Powers in.
certain other regions, and especially in the seas and oceans.
H is therefore absolutely necessary for the United Nations
to do all in its power to promote a better climate so far as
the call for world disarmament is concerned.

177. At the moment disarmament matters are being
discussed in two separate forums. There is, first, the
Conference of the Committee on Disarmament, which
meets regularly in Geneva. There are also the bilateral arms
negotiations taldnS piace. between the United States and
the Soviet Union. My delegation recognizes the value of the
existing machinery for disarmament negotiations. We must
repeat, however, that if these af: to be successful all the
nations of the world ought to be involved. We therefora
stress the necessity for examing all disarmament questions
on a broad basis in a world disarmament conference at
which it will be possible for all States to expreas their views.
It must be recognized, however, that such a conference
need not prejudice the usefulness of the existing machinery
for disarmament negotiations. This strategy becomes im-

175. Last year my delegation endorsed the proposal for a
world disai'1"\~am.?nt conference at the level of the United
Nauot's. We t'ten pointed out that a nuclear holocaust
would affect o.:>t only the super-Powers but also all the
other natiods of the world. We therefore advocated that the
supercPowers should recognize that the peace-loving nations
of !~he earth had an equally potent interest i.'1 disannament
and peace research.

176. In this connexion my delegation welcomes the
agreements signed in Moscow by the United States and the
Soviet Union during President Nixon's visit in May of this
year. The Strategic Arms Limitation Talks symbolize the
existing nuclear parity between the two super-States. We
believe that it is a hopeful sign that the super-Powers,
possessors of such aw~some weapons, now recoghize the
futulity of continuing the nuclear arms race. My delegation
expresses the hope that the super-Powers will now turn
their attention towards devising a more comprehensive
agreement on limiting offensive and defensive nuclear
weapons, bearing in mind the necessity for a newer
defInition of the tenr. "aggression". Indeed my delegation
is of the opinion that at this session of the United Nations
General Assembly representatives should continue the
debate on the meaning of the term "aggression".

Sec!Ll1'ity Council, to review its functions and efficacy and
to tL."1lend the veto powers to take account of the views of the
ihird world, generally known as the developing countries.

173. The United Nations, despite its shortcomings,
remains, if properly utilized, an effective institution for
maintaining international peace and harmonizing inter
national relationships. It has been correctly stat~d that if
the early fathers had not founded the United Nations after
the Second World War necessity would have dictated that
the institution be established withi~ 10 years after that
event. We sh~uld not now allow the detente prevailing
among the super-Powers to kill the United Nations or even
to frustrate the attainment of its lofty ideals.

If the United Nations is to fulfJ.1 that role, then we, its
Members, should realize that some changes ought to be
made in its structure.

172. The United Nations was conceived when the circum
stances prevailing ID the world were totally different from
what they are now. My delegation believes that the Charter
of the United Nations ought to be reviewed and improved
to take account of the changed conditions and in particular
to ensure that the Organization is not impotent when
effective action is required. It is necessa.-y to strive hard for
changes in the Charter to give more regulatory powers to
the General Assembly, to expand the membership of the

"The United Nations provides, or should provide, the
means by which all nations, great and small, participate
on a basis of sovereign equality in the political process of
establishing and maintaining international peace and
security, in facing common problems through co
operation, and in planning and organizing for a better
future." [A/8701/Add.l, p. 2.] . [A/8701/Add.l, p. 2.}

171. It is not only the gleat Powers which are prone to
weaken the structure and efficacy of the Unit~dNations by
ti'kbg the solution of problems out.side this Organization.
Certain smaller Staten are equaUy guilty. The Secretary
General in hi~ mtrodacdon has drawn mllr att£'ntion to the
fa:t that measur~s to reach solutions in countries such as
KOE\'33, India and Paldstan, and Gelmany are being taken
outside the United Nations. While my delegation welcomes
the efforts of smaller countries and countries which cannot
be regarded as super-Powers to reach amicable solutions of
their domestic or regional problems, nevertheless we would
beg that the United Nations be brought more and more
closely into the negotiation of such solutions. The Secre
tary-General has aptly advised that

170. The United Nations was conceived 27 years ago to
save £ucceeding generations from the scourge of war. We
must be careful that the United Nations does not suffer the
fate of the League, because the super-Powers want to make
themselves the rulers of the United Nations by solving
world problems without r~ference to this Organization. The
problems facing the Middle East, those facing Southern
RhodeSia, those facing Namibll!, those facing Korea, those
faring the Indo-China peninsul~, those facing the world
monetary system, those fadng wo;ld trade, are all of great
concern to the international community and should be
solved with the genuine co-operation of l1U the members of
the in!~mational community. The tendency, however, is for
certain great Powers to insis~ that those pmblems 'iihould be
solved by reference tr them and "'lem alone. That tendency
must be resisted.

169. The Secretary.(Jeneral has warned that twice ID this
century world wars have resulted from the shortcomings of
the old diplomacy in regulating the relations of the
international community within the ambit of the policies of
the powerful States [see A/87o.1/Add.l~ p. 2]. The League
of Nations was born because t4e members then genuinely
felt that some order must be brought into the chaotic
relationships of the international community. The League
of Nations came to an end because, inter alia, the great
Powers decided to solve the important and basic problems
outside the League system.
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183. My Gov~mment prefers the multinational approach
to the solution of international trade and other inequalities
rather than the bilateral approach. We are sovereign States
even ifwe may be classed as poor, developing States. It is in
our view necessary to make development aid become, not a
weapon of division, but an instrument for real develop
ment, an instrument for co-operation and integration not
oftly among the countries of any particular region but also
among recipients and donors as a group rather than as
individual States.

184. My Government will therefore continue to play its
proper role in the task ofUNCTAD particularly in reducing
the trade gap between the developing and the developed
countries. My delegation would favour a review of the
shortcomings and failures of the third session of UNCTAD,
particularly in so far as developing countries are concerned,
so that we can all co-operate to make the fourth session of
UNCTAD a real success. My Government calls for co
operation between the developing countries and the
developed countries. We strongly believe that the developed
nations must be willing to help the developing nations in
their just struggle for economic independence.

187. This calls for very serious and quick thinking on the
part of the entire international community. If politically
developing countries have been achieving their objectives,
we ought not to fail economically. A number of developing
countries still have a few reserves of natural resources left
which they can exploit. It is necessary for the international
community to ensure the proper and orderly exploitation
of these natural resour~es in the interest of the inter-

}~
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185. Sierra Leone, for example, continues to import
brushes to keep our tables and floors clean when we
produce the timber that provides the handles for the
brushes, the piassava that provides the bristles and the iron
ore which provides the steel clips to fix the piassava to the
wood. We are not alone in such experiences and, to make
matters worse, efforts have been made and still are being
made in some developed countries to replace natural
products by synthetic substitutes. My delegation pleads
with the developed countries to take all appropriate
measures to discourage production of synthetics and
substitutes, particularly those competing directly with the
natural products of the developing nations.

186. I have alrea.dy pointed out that great-Power detente
might It'ad to many economic problems for us, the
developing countries. We must realize that new forms of
co-operation among the super-Powers ~ght lead to greater
economic exploitation of our natural, God-given resources.
When only one great Power was exploiting a particular
country, and another great Power was, so to speak, fighting
the former, developing countries were kept poor. Now that
the great Powers are resolving some of the differences
among them and can therefore harmonize their efforts.in
exploiting developing countries, the future i~ indeed bleak.

178. The issue of international terrcrism should be the
concern of the entire intemational communit). The inci
dents of hijacking of domestic airlines and armed attacks
against innocent passengers should be the com;ern of all of
us. It is no excuse that these savage acts may be directed
against particular countries or peoples; as long as they
involve attacks on commercial airlines and irnternational
gatherings such as the last Olympic Games in Munich they
are in fact a danger to all mankind. International terrorism
has degenerated into criminal kidnapping of ambassadors
and top executives and even innocent school-children.
Heaven only knows where it will end if concerted action is
not taken to deal with this scourge. The entire international
community must join in eradicating it.

179. It is unfortunate that certain Western countries are
creating the impression that African States, among others,
are opposed to the inclusion of this item on the agenda
[item 92J. No truly responsible country could oppose the
inclusion of such an important item, which concerns the
safety of all of us.

perative since, in spite of all the talks taking place, in spite was that the Governments of the developed countries
of all the background negotiations, in spite of all the wanted to replace the multinational framework of negoti-
treaties, such as the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of ations by bilateral relations with developing countries-
Nuclear Weapons [resolution 2373 (XXII)J, ~vhich have bilateral relations which the world still condemns in the
been signed, nuclear te~ts continue. The opportunity for existing system of international trade and developmental
the world to come tog~ther in a world disarmament aid.
conference should engender hopes for complete disaLma
ment even if that would take some time to achieve.

181. The problems which attend great-Power detente are
not political only: there are also economic problems, as can
be seen from the results of the third session of UNCTAD.
My Government continues to be greatly disturbed at the
existing wide gulf between the developed and the devel
oping nations and UNCTAD's failure at that session to
arrive at effective measures to narrow that gap. We firmly
believe that the developed nations must be Willing to help
the developing nations in their just struggle for economic
independence and social advancement.

182. As far as the Government of Sierra Leone is
concerned, the results of the third session of UNCTAD
were most disappointing. Many resolutions adopted in
Santiago were not commensurate with the International
Development Strategy for the Second United Nations
Development Decade [resolution 2626 (XXV)] or with
resolutions adopted at earlier sessions of UNCTAD or of
the United Nations. More than half of the resolutions
adopt~d at the third session were not supported by the
Governments of developed countries, which therefore could
not be expected to implement them. The impression left

180. However, any resolution on this subject which would
tend to interfere with the genuine liberation movements in
colonial territories or expose them to armed attacks by the
racist regimes of South Africa, Southern Rhodesia and
Portugal will be stron¥Jy opposed by my delegation, for the
right to self-determination for all the colonial peoples of
the world is one of the basic principles enshrined in the
Charter of the United Nations, and for its attainment the
liberation movements are a necessity. In this connexion, it
is imperative that the term "terrorism" be clearly defined
before the matter is debated.

• I
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The meeting rose at 1.20 p.m.

193. My delegation would, however, warn that no action
should be taken which would reduce the over-all budget of
the Organization. Any such reduction would result in a
lowering of standards as regards the calibre of staff being
recruited, in a reduction of technical assistance to the
developing countries and in the general ineffectiveness of
the Organization. We therefore appeal to those who want a
reduction not to shut their eyes to the dangers which might
ensue from such a course.

72·77001-April 1975-2,200

194. We look forward to the great occasion of celebrating
1973 as the twenty-fifth anniversary of the proclamation of
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. My delegation
has read with interest the report introduced in the Third
Committee by the Director of the Division of Human
Rights /A/8820] and we congratulate the Division on the
steps taken to secure the effective recognition of these
rights particularly as they concern racism and racial
discrimination. My delegation pleads that the axe of
economy should not prejudice the work of the Division of
Human Rights. The Director has outlined areas in which the
effectiveness of human rights can' be intensified. We should
particularly emphasize the efforts being made to eliminate
racism and racial discrimination, and we entertain the hope
that the twenty-fifth anniversary will usher in an era of
intensive and concerted action in this field and in the
enhancement of the principle of self-determination.

195. We must not forget the unostentatious but neverthe
less important work being performed by the United Nations
High Commissioner for Refugees, particularly during this
year in which momentous numbers of refugees had to be
reinstated within a short period of time in the Indian
subcontinent.

196. Finally, in concluding this statement~ I wish to
reaffrrm my country's unflinching confidence fit the United
Nations as the only saving grace for mankind in this age of
distrust, of economic exploitation and of great-Power
rivalry. We in Sierra Leone believe that only the United
Nations will ensure justice and economic and social progress
for the oppressed peoples of the world. We will therefore
continue to give our utmost support materially and
otherwise towards the progress and advancement of our
Organization.

Litho in United Nations, New York

190. Before I conclude, I should like briefly to mention a
matter which touches the continued existence of the
United Naions.

192. However, we should take cognizance of the fact that
a number of new nations have been admitted into the
Organization. These new nations must of course support
the United Nations in accordance with the formula which
has been devised. Care should be taken not to overfmance
the Organization, or reduce the over-all budget. Granted the
optimum budget for any period, the burden of fmancing
should be worked out and shared among the various

189. Our sea resources in many cases represent the
potential economic means we have left for our economic
development. Ocean technology now enables <:onsiderable
exploitation, which can take place as far as the 200
nautical-mile limit. My Government agrees with those who
insist that adjacent marine resources should be used for the
benefit of coastal and neighbouring land-locked States, and
that far-away nations should not come to depredate such
marine stocks any more.

191. Certain countries have recently complained that the
United Nations scale of contributions should be revised
and that their own percentages should be reduced. My
delegation wishes to stress that the scale of contributions
does take into account the principle of equality. If an
equation were devised to show the relative per capita
incomes in the Member States, such an equation would
more or less correlate with the percentages in the United
Nations scale of assessments. My delegation therefore does
not support any policy of reducing individual assessments
within the QIltire scale.

national community in general and of the specific areas or Members. This may of course result in the reduction of any
regions in particular. individual Member's contribution in any particular year.

188. One such store of natural resources is in our
territorial seas. My delegation therefore whole-heartedly
welcomes the idea of holding a conference on the law of
the sea in 1973, in accordance with a decision taken during
the twenty-fifth session of this Assembly /resolution
2750 (XXV)]. As a coastal State, Sierra Leone attaches
paramount importance to that conference for our economic
development. In 1970 Sierra Leone proclaimed an exten
sion of its territorial waters to 200 nautical miles. In so
doing, we gave full consideration to the safeguarding of
innocent passage for international commerce and scientific
research geared towards the peaceful exploitation of the
sea-bed.
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